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It is, indeed. a pleasure to be able to meet here todav with urominent
Japanese medical and ~ealth professionals, as wel’1 as disti;guiahe~ leaders
from other fields, who are all vitally interested and involved — as we at
UNICEF naturally are — in health co~peration with developing nations. me
members of the Japan Association for International Health (JAIE) provide
strategic intellectual input into the shaping of government policy as well as
public opinion regarding Japanese international health assistance. As Japan

●
centinues to intensify and expand its co-operation with the developing world,
your organization’s prestige and influence will surely grow and the impact of
your thinking, of your advocacy and action, will be measured by tangible
improvements in the lives of many millions around the globe. UNICEF is
honoured by this invitation from JAIH and we look forward to strengthening our
ties over the years of this last decade of the 20th century. Over” the next
half hour I would like to outline the foundation of this partnership and make
some specific proposals for joint actioriin the months and years head.

And what a critical decade it will be for the health and well-being of

peoples everywhere! Over half a century ago, the historian Arnold Toynbee
noted that for the first time since the dawn of history, it had become
practical to dare to believe that the benefits of civilization could be
extended to the whole human race. If this was true 50-odd years ago, it is
even more so today. In the 1990s, making the benefits of modern civilization
available to all -- in the field of health, first and foremost -- is not only
a possibility, but a practical and moral imperative.

The end of the Cold War and the dramatic advaoce of democracy throughout
the world, among other developments, have opened an extraordinary window of

OPPOrt~ltY for us on the threshold of the third milleniw. If we do the
right things — and by now, the do’s and don’ts of human development are quite
clear — we can if, we have the will, accomplish in ten years what took thirty
or fifty years to accomplish in earlier historical periods.

●
Lat us recall that infant

the century was approximatee1y
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●“” century to fall below 50 per 1,000. In the early 1920s, when I first visited
Japan, the infaat niortality rate was over 145 — equivalent to aub-Saharan
Africa today. By the time of my return to Japan in 1946, IMR had fallen to

apprOxi~tely lIJOper 1●000 live births, rOWhly equivalent. tn that Of India
today, but in another decade it dropped tn under 40 -- all this in S W

span of less then 30 yeara ! And now Japsa has an IMS of 4.5 per 1,000 births,
the lnwest in the world! We in UWICEF believe that your experience in Japan,
widely applied, can accomplish remarkable progress in this next decade --
bringing a rapid fall in IMR to all countries .of the developing world. Let me
explain ...

Progress toward Health for All by the Year 2000

I have been asked to focus my remarks today on progress made along the
path to meeting the goal of Health for All by the year 2000. As you know, it
was at the Internetional Conference on Primary Health Care, held in Alms Ata,
the Soviet Union, in 1978, that this target and the Primary. Health Care” (PEC)

strategy for achieving it were first proposed. Shortly thereafter, both the
gnal and the strategy were adopted formslly by the intemetioml co-it y.
The principles codified at Alms Ata centinue to provide the guiding 1ight for
those determined to make the benefits of mndem health sciences available to
all the world’s people.

UWICEF — which, along with the World Health Organization, co-sponsored
the Conference — is applying the principles of Alms Ata to our work on behalf

●
of children in river 120 countries throughout the developing world. Our
experiences shed light on a particular corner” of the overall picture of
primary health care. I suggest, however, that a review of how far we have

come, with regard to children, toward achieving Health, for All by the Year
2000, will provide lessons with a more universal application, for adults as
well as children, and for industrial as well as developing countries.

The international community quantified what is meant by Health for All &

children when, at the beginning of the 1980s, it adopted the goal of halving
1980 infant and under-five child mortality rates in all countries by the. year
2000, or reducing them to 50 and 70 per 1,000 live births, respectively,
whichever is less. This would bring developing countries to about the level
achieved in Japan in the early 1950s. Success would mean saving the lives of
more than 60 million children over two decades.

Looking back at your own experience, I can see the application of many
important principles relevant to msny countries — principles embodied in the
Alms Ata Declaration, but applied decades earlier here in Japan. Along with
improved water end sanitation and mass attention to elimination nf intestinal
parasites, universal education of women led to greater attention to the

nutritional needs of young children and protecting them from common
infections. Active self-help efforts by the communities themselves -- another
key strategy of Primary Health Care -- also played an important role in
improving the health of children and mothers in Japan. In many cases, people
from diverse sectors of society, including school teachers, local poIiticans

●
and leaders of the agricultural co-operative, joined hands with health workers
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● in this effort. The child health record -- your boshi techo -- becsme the
tool in the hsnds of each mother to assure her baby’s health. ~is was an
early form of social mobilization for child survival and. development! Even
_ your remarkable economic leap forward of the late 1950s and 1960s,. the
msjor battles for Japanese children hsd been won.

Today, 13 years after Alms Ata and nine before the year 2000, considerable
progress has been msde toward improving child health worldwide, particularly
in the past six years. For exsmple, as ‘a result of two interventions alone --
immunlzat ion and oral dehydration therapy — more than ten ❑il1ion child 1ives
were saved since the early 1980s, rising to four million children annually by
the end of 1990. Nearly comparable numbers a=be-otected by anti-polio

and other vaccines from lives of crippling disability due to childhood
disease. Average Third World infant mortality has dropped from 93 to 76
deaths per thousand 1ive births tid from 142 to 117 deaths in the case of
under-f ive-year olds. But perbsps most important is thst several elements,

based on experience in PEC as well as the general development prOc.ess,cOmbine
to give us hope -- and reason to believe — that the stage is set for truly
major advances in the next few years, and this smbitious goal for reducing
child mortality can.actuslly be.achieved. Wbst are”these factors?

Principles for action; reasons for hope

For tbe first factor we can turn to the very content of the Declaration of
Alms Ata itself, as stressed by your fellow-countryman, Dr. Eirofihi Nakaj ims,

●
the distinguished Director-General of the WBO, when he told the 1988 World
Conference on Health Education:

I

‘We must recognize that most of the world’s msjor health

problems and premature deaths are preventable through cbsnges in

humsn beheviour and at low cost. We have the know-how .atidtechnology
but they have to be transformed into effective action at the

co-ity level. Parents and fsmilies, properly supported, could
save two-thirds of the lL million children who die every year — if
only they were properly informed and motivated. “

Doing more with less

Indeed, the role of health communication and education is perhaps even
more central today than ever before, as a result of several key developments
of the 1980s. First, the economic recession of the 1980s hit the developing

countries, especially Africa and Latin America, the bsrdest,. forcing drastic
reductions in health expenditures. The dimension of the crisis was much

greater tbsn most realize in the industrialized countries, where the adverse
impact, while significant, was much less severe. It is still widely believed,

for exsmple, that money is flowing from rich nations to poor nations to assist
in the struggle against poverty. In 1980, US$50 billion a year went from the

rich countries to the poor. For several years now, however, the flow has been
reversed. Taking everything into account -- loans, aid, repayment of interest

and capital on outstanding Third World debt — developing countries are now

●
transferring tens of billions. of dollars to the industrial countries each
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● ,’. year. The net outflow reached as high as US$35. 2 billion in 1988 and the
World Bank estimates. the.figure at US$22.5 for 1990. Furtliermore, in the 37
poorest nations, governmental spending per person on health was reduced by 50
per cent during the laat few years of the decade. Starting from an annual
level of only US$2 -US$5 per capita (or even leaa), you can well imagine the
devastating effect this cutback has on public health progranmws. Today, many
governments are not paying even base salaries of their ❑edical personnel, much
less providing them with minimal essential drugs and supplies. With the
burden of these cbsnges borne disproportionately by the most vulnerable iithin
poor societies — especially children and women -- an urgent need emerged to
restructure the health sector @ & more with less.—.— —

Fortunately, the health knowledge and technologies exist to make” dramatic
improvements in the health and well-being of children at very low cost if only
families could be adequately informed and motivated to act. The actual

techniques are, of course, fsmiliar to you, “md include immunization against
the six main child-killing diseases; oral rehydration therapy. a8ains t
life-draining diarrhoea; a return to the practice of breast feedin~”with proper
weaning; growth ❑onitoring i femsle literacy; food SUPPlamentation with vitamin
A, iron, ionization, etc. ; and family Planning. These interventions alone, if
practiced universal ly, could accomplish the goals of mortality reduction set
out in 1990.

The Child Survival and Development Revolution

●
During the 1980s it was realized that combining these existing

low-cost/high-impact health knowledge and technologies with our new capacity
to communicate among peoples of the world could create the potential for a
virtual revolution in child survival and development -- a “Child Survival and
Development Revolution” (CSDR). Such an approach could serve as a leading
edge for advancing PHC general 1y. But these revolutionary possibilities could

become realities ~, and only ~, the popular and political will emerged to
make them happen –- the wi11 to inform, to motivate and to provide the

necessary support systems such as those required to promote immunization and
breastfceding.

Guided by the principles set forth at Alma Ata and perhaps pressed by hard

economic realities to do more with less..perhaps spurred creatively by the
synergistic combination of new health knowledge and the means to communicate
it — msny countries in the developing world did “mobilize. ..their resources”,
as promoted by the Alma Ata Declaration, and some of them did so on a truly
extraordinary scale. While progress has been made on a number of frents,
i-ization has been the biggest “success story”, an accomplishment

Nakajims and I plan to formally announce at United Nations headquarters in
York on October 8th.

UCI: the greatest global collaboration in history

You will recall that in 1977, the World Iiealth Assembly challenged

countries of the world to achieve universal child immunization (UCI) by

●
year 1990 -- defined as 80 per cent of all children under one year of age.
the time, many considered the goal unrealistic and over-ambitious, given

Dr.
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● ‘‘fact thet fewer then 15 per cent of children were then being immunized in the

poor countries. Health professionsls such as yourselves can appreciate the
many difficulties that must be overcoms in order to reach infants with
vaccines five times during their first year of life — under the & of

circumstances. But reaching them under the. harsh conditions prevailing in
much of the developing world requires a truly heroic effnrt. .although still
at a remarkably low cost.

The heroic effort was made and by the end of 1990, the.goal was reached.

Today, more than 100 million infants in the developing countries are being
effectively reached with six vaccines during their first year of life —
totalling approximately half a billion contacts every year between children

and organized delivery systerns functioning, all too often, under extremely
adverse conditions. In many parts of the developing world, the reach of the
UCI system exceeds that of the postal service, which we tend to think .of as
the “universal” gove-nt service ~ excellence.

As a result, the lives of some 8,000 children a day are being saved. That
is more then 12 ❑i1lion young 1ives since the campaign began and some three
million saved in 1990 alone. Unquestionably, the UCI mobilization is the
largest internstional CO1laboration in peacetime ever recorded and is, in the
opinion of many, the greatest public health success story in history.

Social mobilization: the key to success

●
The UCI story is a remarkable story of societies organizing, educating,

communicating and mobilizing to apply modem madical advances to prevent

unnecessary child deaths and suffering. It is a story of people coming to

demand immunization for their children as an essential part of the nurturing
culture of the family and community. It is a story of personal involvement by
presidents and prime minis ters...of health workers carrying cold boxes across
deserts and through rugged mountain passes...of mothers walking many miles to

hve their babies vaccinated ...of religious leaders and teachers incorporating
health ❑essages into their teaching ...of combatants agreeing to lay down their
weapons to take part in El Salvador’s immunization campaigns. It is a story
of harnessing modem and traditional communications media for health. It is a

story of political will translated into cost-effective social action during
times of crisis and austerity, of education translated into empowerment, of
broad inter-sectorial collaboration and effective international co-operation.
Collaboration, in fact, carried far beyond the traditional boundries of
governments, international assistance agencies and medical societies such as
yours. Rotarians, Lions, Jaycees and other NGOS brought, missive private

sector involvement — countless local groups of women, scouts, adolescents,
etc. — everyone joined in.

Permit me to note, at this point, that Japan ranks high among the largest

suppliers of vaccines and syringes, as well as the vehicles used to transport
them, in UNICEF-assisted programmed throughout the Third World. An
accelerated Japanese research progrtumne in the field of vaccines could do even
more. I am. thinking, in particular, of the development of more heat stable

●
vaccines to combat polio, single slow release vaccines against tetanus toxoid,
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replacing the need fox
“Children’s Vaccine”
child-killing diseases
birth — these could
decade’s end.
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multiple innoculations, and especially of a heat-stable
conferring permanent immunity against the major
through a single, oral dose administered shortly after
revolutionize the child survival revolution before

In short, what has been accomplished in immunization provides ‘us with a
model of the “do-able”, a Platfo~ for strengthening primary health care
systems, a foundation on which other health interventions and measurements are
being “piggy-backed”, providing a momentum of confidence and organization for
pursuing a broad range nf goals for children and families in the 1990s.

The Convention on the ~Rights of the Child

While Alms Ata’”declared the fiportance of health education and social
mobil ization, and experiences of the CSDR proved the potential of empowering
families and co-ities with health knowledge and the support to put.’that
knowledge to use, another recent development — the entry into force of the
Convention on the Rights of the Child — brought this issue a second giant
step further. It is a step which, contributes greatly to our hope for
improving the situation of children within this decade. It also provides
health professionals with a major new asset for advocacy efforts on behalf of
children’s integral well-being.

The Convention on the Rights of the Child, which came into force last
September after.having been approved by the United Nations General Assembly in
Novsmber 19S9 –- the speediest entry into force of any human rights treaty —
codifies for the first time the broad range of children’s rights and society’s
obligations toward the young. In the area of health, the Convention not only

asserts children’s right to health services and health education. It also
commits nations which ratify the Convention “to ensure that all segments of
society, in particular parents and children, are informed, have access to
education and are supported in the use of basic knowledge of child health and
nutrition, the” advantages of breast-feeding, hygiene and environmental
sanitation and the prevention of accidents. ..” Echoes of the Declaration of
Alma Ata reverberate through the Convention.

TO date, 94 countries in the industrial and developing worlds have
ratified the Convention and are working to bring their legal codes — and most

importantly. their act~l practice -– into line with its provisions. Japan,
which issued its own Declaration of Children’s Rights in 1959 and already has
far-reaching legislation on the books for the protection of children and
mothers, was one of the Convention’s earliest signatories of its interest to
ratify and I am very encouraged by the growing interest among many sectors of
Japanese society in its prompt ratification. Prime Minister Ksifu himself has
expressed the hope that ratification of the Convention would come as quickly
as possible. I trust that JAIH will help expedite the ratification process,

using your prestige to promote popular Awareness of the Convention’s precepts
and working, over the long term, to ensure that these precepts are fully
implemented. For this is a key step in establishing a global ethic for
children — one that transcends national boundaries and makes children
everywhere the responsibility of ~ of us. Consider, for example, how
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● .’ childhood immunization, once the exclusive domain of national or even local
health authorities, hss become a global responsibility — with benefits, I
might add, that accrue to all. The eradication of smallpox some 15 years ago
at a cost of less than US$1OO million now saves hundreds of millions of
dollars annuslly to industrialized nations no longer required to prote”ct their
own population. Similar benefits can be expected from the eradication of
polio before the year 2000, and measles soon to follow in the early years of
the next century. Our global village surely benefits whenever we stoop to
help children !

The World Summit for Children

The international c— ity took a great stride toward implementing the
Convection and working together more broadly in the human development arena on
the last two days of September 1990. Held at United Nations headquarters, the
World Summit for Children was the first truly global summit, in which the
leaders of all nations were invited to participate. 71 Eeads of State or
Government did.attend — including Prime Minister Ksifu - msking it by far
the largest such gathering in history. And another 88 countries were
represented at ministerial or other high level. Never before hsd leaders from
North cnd South, East and West sat together around a single table.

In the new atmosphere created by the end of the Cold War, the leaders were

able to agree tbst children should have a high priority or, as stated in their
Plan of Action, children should have a “first call” on tbe resources of

●
society for the essentials of their survival, protection and development. To
the Japanese, who have long placed children’s well-being high on the list of
natioml priorities — achieving, for -pie, the lowest rates of infant and
under-five mortality in the world and the highest rates of educational

achievement -- this may not sound like anything new; but for much of the
world, where instead of being the most protected, children are the most
vulnerable, application of the “first call” principle would, in fact,

represent a breakthrough of historic proportions.

But the leaders attending the World Summit did not just issue lofty,
abstract pronouncements as politicians are wont to do. Drawing on lessons

learned from countries like your own, and on tested principles such as those
adopted at Alma Ata, they set a series of 27 quantified goals for children to
be achieved by the year 2000, outlining strategies for attaining them. And in
order to ensure accountability, they called for establishment of an
international mechanism, including UNICEF, to monitor progress periodically

throughout the decade, beginning in 1992. The leaders promised to draw up

National Progrsmmes of Action -– by the end of this year in industrial as well
as developing countries -- for implementing the World Summit Plan of Action.

I understand that Japan is working on its National Progrsmme of Action
even as we ❑eet here today. Let us not forget tbst the Declaration signed by

Prime Minister Ksifu last September in New York commits Japan not only to a
series of goals for Japanese children (paragraph 34-i), but also to a
ressseasment of the adequacy of governmental assistance abroad (paragraph
34-iii cnd 35-i) where your resources are so critical to enabling the poorer

● countries to fulfill these objectives for children.
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● ’” suImnit goals

A useful “short-list” of Summit goals to be achieved by the year 2000
includes:

* reduction of infant and child mnrtality by one-third (including
reduction by 50 per cent in the deaths due to diarrhoea among under-fives ),
and eradication of polio and guinea worm;

* reduction of maternal mortality by one-half;

* reduction of malnutrition by one-half by such means as empowering all
wor&n to breaatfeed their children for at least four to six months, and by .
elimination of iodine deficiency and vitamin A deficiency;

* universal access to safe drinking water and to sanitary means nf excreta
disposal;

* reduction nf illiteracy by nne-half;

* universal access to primary education with at least 80 per cent of
primary school children able to pass a certain minimum achievement test. ..
(permit me to note, here, that these last two points were the ones nn which
Prime Minister 16aifu placed the most emphasis in his important intervention
during the World Surmnit);

* and the last major goal: improved protection of children in especially
difficult circumstances, including for those caught up in armed conflicts.

What “kaeping the promise” will mean

To date, 108 heads of state or government have personally put their

Si~atuKeS to the World Summit Declaration a“d plan Of ActiOn, cO~itting
themselves and their governments to meeting the Summit goals. No other
document in history bears the signature of so many world leaders and their
solemn commitment for specific action. In the past, we often said that
political will was the key ingredient needed to make the recipe for human
development work; with the World Summit, now for the first time, p~litical
will has been engaged at the highest level and the world has every right to
expect that the promises made to children will be kept.

If the 27 targets set at the World Summit are reached, the lives of some
50 m~llion - children wi11 be saved during this decade~an~om~arable
numbers will be able to avoid the stunting and wastage of body and mind
resulting from childhood malnutrition and disease. As we know from the
experience of Japan and, ❑ore recently, the newly industrializing countries of
Asia, investments made today in the health and education of children produce
handsome returns in productivity and economic growth down the 1ine -- in fact,
making such investments is one of the conditions for development. And it is
important always to remember that a reduction in child deaths contributes

●
importantly, at a certain point, to an actual slowing in population growth
rates, as parents become confident that the first children they have will
live, and they take the decision to limit their family size.
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*’ Indeed, if al1 .of India -- whose infant ❑ortality rate is 96 -- enjoyed
the low infant mortality rate of the state of Kerala, i.e., 26, there would be

,’ three ❑illion. fewer infant deaths in that country. A similar lowering of
birth rate to the Kerala level associated with this improved life expectancy
would ❑ ean 10 million fewer births each year in India. There ia not
sufficient public awareness regarding this relationship between the lowering
of child death rates and slowing population growth — even in Japan, which has
seen such success in family planning coupled with maternal and child health
care. Would this not be a fruitful area of public education for an

organization like JAIH?

1’ am happy to inform you that~ almost every day now, we are receiving
reports of progress toward implemental ion of Summit goals from both developing
and industrial countries. As I mentioned earlier, governments are working on ‘‘
their National Progranmss of Action for children and it is a particularly
opportune time for non-governmental organizations and diverse grassroots
constituencies to weigh in with suggestions and demands. In much of the Third
World — not to mention Central and Esstem Europe -- the Plans of” Action
stand to banefit greatly from the move toward fundamental refo~ aimed at
making economies more efficient, societies more democratic and the human being
more central to the development process. And it is to be hoped that the
reduction of international tensions resulting from the end of the .Cold War”and
the resolution of regional or civil conflicts will enable governments — in

o

rich and poor countries alike -- to cut military budgeta and devote a
considerable portion of the savings to human development. Recent indications
that Japsh and Germany wil1 consider increasing aid to developing countries
that reduce their military spending and efficiently address human needs are
most welcome. But will this “peace dividend” primarily go to building ❑ ore

hospitals with modem equipment and heavy maintenance cos”ta which may be
valuable but may also dramatically reduce funds for PHC and public health as
has so often happened in the past? Or will it be primarily invested in the
PEC progrsmmes which we all know so well will yield maximal benefit and

contribute to reaching the Summit Goals for the 1990s?

The need for more and better-targeted ODA

In the case of the developed countries, the Summit Plan of Action calls on
their governments to “re-exsmine their development assistance budgets to
ensure that progrsrmnes aimed at achievement of goals for the survival,

protection and development of children will have a priority when resources are
allocated” (paragraph 34iii). It is estimated that the developing countries
themselves will provide two-thirds nf the approximately US$20 billion in
additional funds that will soon be needed each year to finance the drive to
reset the year 2000 goals for children. That means that an extra six to seven

billion dollars a year will be needed from the industrialized world –- through
debt-relief, reallocation of current assistance, or increases in aid. This
US$6-7 billion is really quite a small SUM if YOU consider that it is as ~ch

as the world spends on the military every three days and less than half of

●
what the Japanese spend each year on alcoholic beverages.
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*
As members of the influential Japan Association for International Health,

you are well-posit ioned to advocate for the concept of d compact between
donors and developing titions. As shifts are made in spending priorities in
the poor countries” tn fund low-cost, high-impact human development programmed,
the industrialized world’s aid budgets — less than ‘a quarter of which go for
health and education today (and a much smaller percentage to primary health
care and primary education) — should undergo a corresponding shift in favour
of sustainable human development.

In 1989, Jap’an became the world’s largest donor. Utilizing this global
power responsibly is a major challenge. Joining forces with other donor
countries and intematioual agencies to work toward contmmly shared goals —
such as the year 2000 goals for children — is certainly one way to maximize
impact. In this context it should be noted that Japan’s governmental
contributions to child survival and development activities through UNICEF
increased from approximately US$5 million in 1981 to US$22 ❑illion this year.
Private contributions from Japan now total more than US$15 million. These
voluntary contributions now place Japan tenth among. UNICEF’s contributors;
they are well-appreciated. I shnuld point out, however, that of the major
UNICEF donors, Japan devotes the smallest percentage of,its ODA — one-quarter
of one per cent — to children’s support throUgh UNICEF as compared to the

global DAC average of 1.5 per cent. How much more good you could accomplish

as a nation were you to,achieve the world average of 6.7 per cent of overseas
assistance devoted tn health in place of your present level of 2.6 per cent.
Even within your present fuading level, a shift in health allocation towards
progrannnes contributing to achieving the 1990s goals could have substantial
impact. This is a situation JAIH might wish to address as part of its
advocacy agenda.

At the same time, I would 1ike to commend your government’s recent
initiative to host a summit-level gathering of African leaders in Tokyo in
1993 -- not only because Africa is the continent most in need of international
assistance, but because there is now consensus smong Africans that investment
in human development, in the frsmework of fundamental economic and political
reform, must be high, if not at the too of their agendas for the 1990s.
Africa’s Bsmsko Initiative for
health care is an example

international support.

Sharing the Japanese miracle

community financing and management of primary
of effective reform worthy of increased

One key to Japan’s economic miracle was, initially, investment in primary
health care and basic education. In the 1920s and 1930s, my father, Dr. John
B. Grant, visited your country frequently from China where he was the
representative of the Rockefeller Foundation for The Far East. He
consistent1y advocated an approach to public health based on social
organization, i.e., that use made of medical knowledge depends on social

Organisation; health care integrated with other social actions at the
co-ity level; universal care with essential services for all segments of
society; and consistent attention to health education aimed at self-reliance
for heslthy living. For these efforts your government honored him with the
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,0. ” Order of the Sacred Treasure in 1961 in recognition of the contribution these
ideas made to public health in Japan in the 1920s and 1930s. How relevant

these ideas are even today as the developing world endeavors to repeat your
miracle. So it seems only lngical that a Japanese foreign assistance budget
reflecting these same priorities would greatly enhance the effectiveness of
aid and make a real difference to cnuqtries which in the past may have
received funding primari 1y to build big hospitals, acquire sophisticated
laboratory equipment or install turn-key projects which, by their very nature,
cannot address the most press ing needs of poor populations.

Japan ia uniquely qualified, because of its own experience and expertise,
tn help other countries in the field of health. All Third World health
systems and poor families could greatly benefit, for example, from a

standardized boshi techo! Indeed, we in UNICEF have tried to learn from you
and placed gr=em~is on regular monthly checkups of growing infants and
children, providing relevant nutrition advice along with ti.mely inm!unization
and other. necessary, ai.mple interventions. I believe that there is d need for
mnre research with regard to the Japanese experience in this field. We can
alao learn a lot from the experience of other cnuntries in East and Southeast
Asia which have had remarkable achievements in the health sector.

Consider the global problem of iodine deficiency, with over 800 ❑illion
panple living in deficient areas -- 200-300 million with goitre and 6 ❑illion
cretins, in addition to millions more affected by neurological and mental
deficits. Japan is the major world supplier of iodine (less than 10% of which

●
is used for human consumption –- the rest goes for industrial uses). For a

mare US$5 million to US$10 million annuslly riverthe next decade, your country
could assure supply of this critical nutrient to every country. where iodine
deficiency disease is found, thus enabling the accomplishment of one World
Sununit goal just with your own effort. What a unique opportunity to
contribute to world health as well as education and learning as emphasized by
Prime Minister Kaifu!

New credibility with new capacity

I believe, thanks to the scientific and technological advances of recent
years...thanks to the experience we have gained using health education and

social mobilization as tools for development ...thanks to the strengthened
political will symbolized by the World Summit for Children. .and thanks to the
vastly improved global climate that has emerged following the end of the Cold
War — we professionals concerned with health have a whole new capacity, and a
whole new credibility in advocacy because of our increased capacity. Our
challenge is how to ensure that this capacity is used. ..that people are
empowered with basic health knowledge ..and that governments and communities
are compelled to fulfill the human-
needs -- of the world’s children.

You are an important part of the

as i=ividual professionals and more
other important organizations in your
nffices of decision makers, where

*

rights — including meeting basic humsn

increased capacity -- each in your role
so as a respected organization. But, as
country, your voice must be heard in the
resources are allocated and important
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development priorities’ are established. Your voice can give substance to the
basic concept of the Summit — putting children first — and you can help
ensure tbst this great nstion is in the forefrent of the march to Health for
All — rich and poor alike.

Recently, Dr. Nakajha wrote: “We cannot allow gove~ents’ economic debts
to become debts in human lives...We

.
must strive to reduce debt and the

economic burdens that weigh so heavily on certain countries, especially on the
poor snd disadvantaged. Let us build on the improved internstioml relations
end tbe demands of people everywhere for a better life to carve out a
‘dividend for health’.” I can only second the Director-General of WSO’a
eloquent appeal.

The 1990s will be difficult years. .for all countries, all societies and
the world as a whole. But for the reasons I have outlined here today”“— and
the dedication of groups like JAIH is one of those reasons — it can also be
the most mnmentous decade for health. .“for children ...for the must
vulnerable ..for the great msjority nf the world’s people. You in this room
—. whose life work is devoted to these issues — are in the vanguard of
tomorrow’s wnrld. ..a kind of world worthy of the’ third millenium.


